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The objective of this study is to compare the stress shielding effect of various conventional as well as modified additive 

manufactured porous materials used for spinal cages. A finite element study was performed by changing the design (fully 

porous and hybrid) and the materials (PEEK, CFR-PEEK, Titanium) of spinal cages. All the models were simulated under 

uniaxial compression, to study the stress shielding effect. The Finite Element Analysis results showed that the hybrid spinal 

cage transfers more stress to its adjacent vertebrae than the other design configurations under uniaxial compression. The 

hybrid titanium cage was most effective in reducing the stress shielding effect. The hybrid cage is stronger than PEEK & 

CFR-PEEK cages, however, due to the porous structure reduced stress shielding was observed. 
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Introduction 

For many spinal disorders like degenerative disc 

disease, segmental instability, trauma, deformities of 

the spine, etc., interbody spine fusion surgery is the 

final treatment option. Degenerative disc disease is the 

most common diagnosis in various spinal disorders.
1
 

According to one study; approximately 83% of the 

surgeries performed on patients with degenerative 

spondylolisthesis used an interbody cage.
2
 

Spinal fusion devices can be classified by different 

methods such as the approach of insertion i.e., 

posterior, anterior, lateral, oblique, or axial; by type of 

material i.e., Titanium alloy, Polyetheretherketone 

(PEEK), hybrid, etc. The lumbar interbody fusion 

techniques allow spinal surgeons to correct the 

coronal imbalance and other complications. The 

Posterior Lumbar Interbody Fusion (PLIF) procedure 

was introduced by Milligan and Briggs in 1944.
(3)

 

PLIF with cage insertion is a treatment method to 

achieve proper fusion and correct alignment in the 

coronal and sagittal plane, with the advantage of 

indirect foraminal decompression by raising disk 

height in lumbar degenerative diseases.
4
 The fusion 

cages implanted in posterior surgical approaches are 

of smaller size than those used in oblique, anterior, 

and lateral surgical techniques. These cages typically 

rest on the lumbar endplate's central portion.
5
 

Bagby proposed cage technology for spinal fusion 

in 1988.
(6)

 Traditional solid cages of different 

materials such as titanium, PEEK, tantalum, etc. are 

frequently used in lumbar interbody fusion surgery. 

After the study of Stadelmann et al.
7
; which 

discovered the osseointegration linked with Titanium 

(Ti) implants, applications of solid Ti implants in the 

biomedical field, like dental and surgical fields, 

began. Ti implants are widely used in the spine 

because of their biocompatibility, formation of TiO2 

which promotes corrosion resistivity, and low density 

of approx. 4700 kg/m
3
.
(8)

 While Ti had an advantage 

in terms of fusion rates; settling into host vertebral 

bodies due to differences in elastic modulus was a 

major disadvantage.
9
 The elastic modulus of bone 

ranges from 1 to 20 GPa, whereas that of titanium is 

110 GPa. The loading stresses are not passed through 

the implant to surrounding bone tissue as a result of 

this significant mismatch in elastic modulus, leading 

to stress shielding. This causes a reduction in 

mechanical stiffness of the bone and adaptive 

resorption of bone tissue as per Wolff’s law.
10,11

 The 

use of PEEK spinal cages in the biomedical implant 

market has grown as an alternative to a solid Ti cage 

since the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 

approved it in 2001. PEEK is a hydrophobic polymer 

that has the same biomechanical properties as 

cancellous bone. On the other hand, it is chemically 

inert and performs poorly in protein absorption and 

cell adhesion. Wear along with fracture are major 
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issues with PEEK implants, as they are with any load-

bearing implant. Carbon Fiber-Reinforced PEEK 

(CFR-PEEK) with 30% CFR is used to increase wear 

resistance.
12

 Some properties of titanium and PEEK 

cages are listed in Table 1. 

Nemoto et al.
14

 showed the fusion rate comparison 

of solid Ti cage and PEEK cage with the help of 

computed tomography and found that the Titanium 

group showed fusion in 96% of cases and the PEEK 

group showed it in 64% of cases at 12 months. The 

Titanium group's fusion rate after 24 months had 

increased to 100%, whereas only a 76% fusion rate 

was observed in the PEEK group. However, due to 

their high elastic modulus, solid titanium cages have a 

significant impact on the load transfer characteristics 

of the human spine. Many studies have studied and 

recommended porous additive manufactured cages for 

their structural stiffness close to that of bone and it 

helped in reducing stress shielding.
15,16

 

The formation of a porous structure with high 

interconnectivity has the potential to improve its 

osseointegrative potential and bioactivity.
17

 The 

osteoconductive porous titanium surface provides 

adequate friction for short-term stability whereas 

long-term stability is achieved by increased cell 

adhesion, which leads to bone ingrowth.
18

 Taniguchi 

et al. studied bone growth in the porous structure of 

300, 600, and 900 microns and recommended the pore 

size of 600 µm for best bone in growth.
19

 Cells on 

titanium proliferate more widely on titanium than on 

PEEK.
20

 However, there are issues with subsidence 

difference and metal radiopacity, as well as Magnetic 

Resonance Imaging (MRI) artefacts.
21

 

The load-sharing behavior of the spine in 

compression or in osteoporotic compression, and the 

stabilizing capacity of the various spinal implants can 

be effectively predicted by the Finite Element (FE) 

analysis.
22

 Another study showed that graft material 

experienced significantly higher stresses with the 

PEEK spacer than with the solid Titanium spacer. The 

titanium spacer produced higher endplate stress than 

the PEEK spacer.
23

 Zhang et al.
24

 used Finite Element 

Analysis (FEA) to compare solid and porous Ti cages 

with PEEK cages by mechanically calculating 

Young's modulus of the porous structure and 

assigning the calculated Young's modulus to the solid 

region. The study found that using a solid cage with a 

porous structure property improved cage stress and 

endplate stress. The porous spinal cage has 

biomechanical advantages over the PEEK cage, 

having a better fusion rate in clinical practice.
20

 

However, very few studies have been done on a 

detailed biomechanical load comparison among the 

materials used for spinal cages like solid titanium, 

PEEK, CFR-PEEK, and porous Ti structures. In this 

study, the effects of conventional materials with 

additive manufactured Ti porous structures on stress 

concentration on the cage and load transfer on 

subsequent bone have been focused on and studied 

with the help of FEA. 

Materials and Methods 

FEA was used to evaluate the stress distribution 

and displacement in the cage models and constructed 

lumbar vertebrae. To create a CAD model of the 

lumbar spine, a sample patient dataset provided by the 

Simpleware Scan IP software was utilized, as shown 

in Fig. 1(a). Within the same software, the model of 

the L4-L5 vertebrae was isolated from the 

surrounding spine. Subsequently, additional 

smoothing and wrapping procedures were performed 

on the segmented model using the 3-Matic module 

Table 1 — Comparison of Titanium and PEEK cages 

(Adapted from13) 

Property Titanium Polyetheretherketone 

(PEEK) 

Modulus 100–110 GPa 3.5 GPa 

Radiodensity Radiopaque Radiolucent 

Subsidence rates Higher Lower 

Promotion of 

osseointegration 

Higher Lower 

Metal allergy risk Yes No 
Fig. 1 — (a) Demo data of lumbar spine; (b) L4-L5 vertebra 

model; and (c) Section view of the assembly 
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within the Mimics Innovation Suite software. The 

resulting CAD representation of the L4-L5 vertebrae 

employed in this study is presented in Fig. 1(b). Each 

vertebra was split into two sections: cortical bone and 

cancellous bone. The cortical bone is the outer shell 

with a thickness of 1.0 mm
25

 and the rest of the inner 

area was considered cancellous bone. A sectional cut 

of the assembly model is illustrated in Fig. 1(c), 

which includes L4-L5 vertebrae and the spinal cage. 

The design of a commercially available PLIF 

spinal cage was taken as a reference to perform the 

study. The same design was used for PEEK, CFR-

PEEK, and solid Ti spinal cages, however, were 

modified for hybrid and fully porous design. The 

hybrid cage consists of both porous and solid regions 

(Fig. 2(c)). The unit cell used in the porous part of 

both these designs (hybrid and fully porous) was a 

diamond unit cell with a pore size of 600 µm as 

shown in Fig. 2.
(19)

 

A convergence analysis study was carried out prior 

to the meshing of the actual assembly model. The 

assembly model for convergence analysis with a solid 

spinal implant placed between two flat plates is 

modeled in 3-Matic software and mimics the actual 

assembly model. It is then meshed with 3D tetrahedra 

elements in Simpleware software (Fig. 3). Using a 

grading range from −50 to +50, Simpleware software 

determined the mesh's fineness and coarseness. The 

mesh got finer as the scale shifted from left to right 

i.e. from −50 to +50. Convergence analysis was

conducted using four different meshing refinement

levels: −20, −15, −10, and −5. Subsequently, all

resulting meshes were imported into the Abaqus CAE

software for finite element analysis (FEA). In each

model, a uniaxial compression load of 400 N was

uniformly applied to the upper plate's top surface, 

while the lower plate was fully constrained at its 

bottom. Both the plates and the solid implant have 

Ti6AL4V ELI material properties. The elements, 

nodes, and maximum stress values of the assembly 

model with corresponding grade value is listed in 

Table 2. 

In Fig. 4, the grade value for meshing is plotted 

against the von-Mises stress value, and as observed 

from the graph, the stress values are convergent for 

grades −10 and −5. Therefore, a grade value of -10 is 

utilized to mesh the actual model because a grade 

value of −5 would require a longer simulation period. 

The meshing of assembly models of L4-L5 

vertebrae and the spinal cage was performed in 

Simpleware Scan IP 19.09 software. The 3D 

Fig. 2 — CAD model of: (a) Solid Cage, (b) Fully porous cage, 

and (c) Hybrid cage 

Table 2 — Elements, nodes and maximum stress values of 

assembly model with corresponding grade value for meshing for 

the study of convergence analysis 

Grade 

value 

Number of 

nodes 

Number of 

elements 

Maximum von-Mises 

stress (MPa) 

−20 1615 5452 16.85 

−15 2081 7140 29.50 

−10 2981 10440 36.33 

−5 6771 25745 37.51 

Fig. 3 — Assembly model for convergence analysis 

Fig. 4 — Convergence in von-Mises stress values with 

corresponding grade value for meshing 
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tetrahedral elements were used to mesh all the FE 

models. After meshing, the meshed models of the 

assembly were imported into Abaqus software for 

performing FEA. Mechanical properties were 

assigned to relevant bones and different material 

properties (PEEK, CFR-PEEK, titanium) were 

assigned to solid cages for the comparative study. All 

the studied design configurations are tabulated in 

Table 3. 

The material properties of the porous titanium 

structure were assigned to the porous cage. The 

stiffness of a porous titanium structure is different 

from solid titanium. To determine Young’s modulus 

of the porous structure, a model of size 10 × 10 × 20 

mm with a diamond unit cell having a pore size of 

600 µm was designed in Simpleware software and 

additively manufactured in Ti6Al4V ELI metal 

powder with 30-micron layer height using an EOS 

M290 metal printer. The printer has a bed size of 

250 × 250 × 325 mm and is equipped with 400 W Nd-

YAG fiber laser. After the printing process, the 

printed models went under heat treatment at 800℃ for 

2 hours in argon atmosphere and then cut apart from 

the base plate with the help of wire EDM. The porous 

samples were then tested using a Universal testing 

machine (UTM). Five samples were tested and the 

average Young’s modulus value was found to be 

2423.43 MPa. The porous sample used for testing and 

the compression anvils is shown in Fig. 5. The 

material properties designated for the Finite Element 

Analysis (FEA) are presented in Table 4. 

The loading and boundary conditions used for 

performing FEA are shown in Fig. 6. To check the 

stress transferred from one vertebra to another after 

spinal fusion surgery, a uniaxial compression load of 

400 N
31

 was applied on the upper surface of the L4 

vertebra, and the lower surface of the L5 vertebra was 

given encastre boundary conditions (fully 

constrained). All of the assembly's connections 

including the facet joints of vertebrae L4 and L5 were 

given tie constraints, to simulate the effect of the 

screw and rod.
32

 Relative movements between the 

vertebrae are limited because of tie constraints 

between the facets, so the FE model was created 

without any ligaments.
33,34

 These boundary conditions 

are consistent with data from the literature.
32,35

 

Table 3 — Overview of design configurations 

for the comparative study 

Configurations Design Variation/ Material 

M1 PEEK 

M2 CFR-PEEK 

M3 Solid Titanium 

M4 Solid Ti model with porous properties 

M5 Fully Porous 

M6 Hybrid (porous region having diamond 

unit cell and pore size of 600 µm) 

Fig. 5 — (a) Fabricated sample of porous titanium sample for 

Young’s modulus estimation; and (b) Tested sample between the 

compression anvils of UTM 

Table 4 — Material properties for FEA Study 

Components Young’s Modulus (MPa) Poisson Ratio 

Cortical Bone26,27 12000 0.3 

Cancellous Bone26,27 100 0.2 

Titanium28,29 110000 0.3 

PEEK23,29 3500 0.3 

CFR-PEEK30 18000 0.3 

Porous Titanium 

(This study) 
2423.43 0.3 

Fig. 6 — Loading and boundary conditions 
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Results and Discussion 

In this study, finite element methods are used to 

analyze the biomechanical properties of the cage 

fusion site and adjacent vertebrae when implanting 

spinal cages of various materials and designs. The 

images of stress distribution on the spinal cage and L5 

vertebral bone were shown to depict the stress 

behavior and the stress transfer effect on the L5 

vertebral bone. The maximum stress and displacement 

values observed on the spinal cage and L5 vertebra 

for various configurations are documented in Table 5. 

The von-Mises stress distribution and displacement 

distribution of different configurations under uniaxial 

compression loading are depicted in Table 6. 

The values of maximum stress (von-Mises) on the 

spinal cage varied from 116.8 MPa to 1753 MPa for 

analyzed configurations. The highest value of von-

Mises stress was found for a fully porous spinal cage 

(configuration M5) with a stress value of 1753 MPa 

which was more than the yield stress value of solid 

titanium and can result in mechanical failure. The 

high-stress values indicate the mechanical failure of 

configuration M5, so, the other results for this 

configuration are ignored for discussion and only the 

graphical representations are shown. The lowest value 

of von-Mises stress was found for the PEEK spinal 

cage (configuration M1) with a stress value of 116.8 

MPa.   

It is also evident from Table 5 that due to the 

addition of carbon fiber in PEEK, the load-bearing 

strength of CFR-PEEK is greater, however, this is 

achieved at the cost of increased stress shielding. The 

variation of stress values on the spinal cage for 

different configurations is shown in Fig. 7. 

The values of maximum stress on the L5 vertebra 

varied from 28.16 MPa to 45.23 MPa for analyzed 

configurations. The highest value of stress was found 

for the hybrid spinal cage (configuration M6) which is 

45.23 MPa and it can be deduced that the hybrid 

spinal cage has the best stress transfer characteristics 

to its adjacent vertebra. The lowest value of stress was 

found for the solid Ti spinal cage (configuration M3) 

with a stress value of 28.16 MPa. The maximum 

stress values on the L5 vertebra for different 

configurations are shown in Fig. 8 in graphical form. 

The hybrid cage reduces stiffness through lattice 

structures and provides greater mechanical 

stimulation while maintaining stability. According to 

pertinent studies, the speed of bone regeneration can 

be greatly accelerated by mechanical stimulation, 

hence a hybrid titanium alloy cage fuses bones more 

quickly than a solid titanium alloy cage. 

The values of maximum displacement of the spinal 

cage varied from 0.00963 mm to 0.0532 mm for 

analyzed configurations. The highest value of 

displacement was found for the hybrid cage 

(configuration M6) with a value of 0.0532 mm. The 

lowest value of displacement was found for the solid 

Ti spinal cage (configuration M3) with a maximum 

displacement value of 0.00963 mm. The graphical 

representation of the maximum displacement values 

of the spinal cage for different configurations is 

shown in Fig. 9. 

According to Simon et al., micro-movements 

greater than 0.150 mm weakened interface bonding 

strength, eventually leading to implant relaxation.
36

 

Because maximum cage displacement is regarded as a 

major factor for implant stability, the results show that 

all cage design configurations, with the exception of 

the fully porous one, can provide immediate stability. 

The values of maximum displacement of the L5 

vertebra varied from 0.00636 to 0.00911 mm for 

analyzed configurations. The highest value of 

displacement was found hybrid spinal cage 

(configuration M6) with a maximum displacement 

value of 0.00911 mm. The lowest value of 

displacement was found for the solid Ti spinal cage 

(configuration M3) with a maximum displacement 

value of 0.00636 mm. The graphical representation of 

the maximum values of displacement of the L5 

vertebra for different configurations is shown in 

Fig. 10. 

Table 5 — Maximum von-Mises stress value and displacement value under uniaxial compression of 400N 

Configuration Maximum von-Mises stress 

on the cage (MPa) 

Maximum von-Mises 

Stress on L5 (MPa) 

Maximum displacement 

of the cage (mm) 

Maximum displacement 

of L5 (mm) 

M1 116.80 32.41 0.0508 0.00827 

M2 136.30 30.00 0.0196 0.00682 

M3 260.70 28.16 0.0096 0.00636 

M4 130.80 31.87 0.0509 0.00848 

M5 1753.00 124.20 0.9304 0.04030 

M6 421.90 45.23 0.0532 0.00911 
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The superior material qualities of Ti6Al4V ELI 

were confirmed by the biomechanical comparison 

results of the titanium alloy cages with other 

traditional cages. Although titanium cages effectively 

Table 6 — Von-Mises stress distribution and displacement distribution under uniaxial compression of 400 N 

Config- 

uration 

Stress distribution in the cage Stress distribution on L5 Displacement distribution 

of the cage 

Displacement distribution on 

L5 

M1 

M2 

M3 

M4 

M5 

M6 
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decrease the stress shielding effect, conventional solid 

cage stiffness remains higher than that of 

human bone. Structures with reduced stiffness should 

potentially lower the stress on adjacent intervertebral 

discs and facet joints.
37,38

 The cage stiffness could be 

further reduced through structural design changes 

such as the introduction of porous lattice structures, 

bringing it even closer to the human bone. 

Simultaneously, the porous lattice structures can 

facilitate bone growth while accelerating the fusion of 

the spinal cage. 

Conclusions 

In this work, a comparison of conventionally used 

materials in spinal cages i.e. titanium, PEEK, CFR-

PEEK has been done with additive-manufactured 

porous and hybrid spinal cages. Young’s modulus of 

the porous structure was mechanically tested and used 

for performing FEA analysis of porous and hybrid 

spinal implants. For conventional implant material 

values from the literature were taken. The following 

conclusions can be derived from this study: 

(1) Young’s modulus of diamond porous

structure with 600 µm pore size approximately 

matches Young’s modulus of cancellous bone as well 

as that of PEEK. 

(2) The fully porous spinal titanium cage design

is not suitable for use due to low strength and failure 

when a 400 N load is applied.   

(3) The hybrid titanium cage was most effective

in reducing the stress shielding effect. While the 

hybrid cage exhibits greater strength compared to 

PEEK and CFR-PEEK cages, its porous structure 

leads to increased stress transfer to adjacent vertebrae, 

thereby diminishing the stress shielding effect 

typically associated with solid titanium. 

Combining the advantages of cell adhesion, osteo 

conductive surface, bone growth, and improved stress 

shielding, the additive-manufactured hybrid porous-

solid design is best suited for spinal fusion surgeries 

among the designs mentioned in this paper. This study 

can be beneficial for orthopaedic/neurological surgeons 

to choose the right material type of spinal cages. 

The results of the FE study done in this work are 

limited by certain assumptions. To enhance 

Fig. 7 — Maximum stress on cage for different configurations 

under uniaxial compression 

Fig. 8 — Maximum stress on L5 for different configurations 

under uniaxial compression 

Fig. 9 — Maximum displacement of the cage for different 

configurations under uniaxial compression 

Fig. 10 — Maximum displacement of L5 for different 

configurations under uniaxial compression 
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computational efficiency, the material properties of 

vertebrae were assumed to be linear elastic, even 

though these components are intrinsically nonlinear. 

In future study, in vitro mechanical static/dynamic 

testing can be performed on spinal cages. 
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